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Abstract.
This paper aims to discuss the model for the creation of wayang figures depicting
Kekayon Khalifah, specifically focusing on Khalid bin Walid, a renowned figure in
leading battles. The method employed involves Artistic Research and Practice Based
Research in contemporary art. The focus of this discussion lies in the development
of practice-based artistic techniques. Furthermore, it explores the realization of these
figures on buffalo skin, portraying the character as a respected warlord by his troops
and feared by his enemies. Realization of embodiment through decorations and
ornaments on beautiful leather crafts. This leathercraft works will produce artifacts
in the form of the Khalid bin Walid paraga puppet. The ornaments and decorations
in this work are complemented by the calligraphy of the characters’ names. Then
an interesting visual is created and can imply a certain message to the audience.
Especially when this media is exhibited. Works that can be enjoyed by viewers. So this
art can be used as education to the public, both formal and non-formal.

Keywords: wayang kekayon, modern art of decoration and ornamentation, paraga
Khalid bin Walid

1. Introduction

Wayang is still a traditional performance in Indonesia, even though this performance has
received less attention from young people. They prefer pop culture that emerged from
abroad. Especially the younger generation of Muslims. Very few of them even make it as
a hobby. This is not surprising because the opinions of various scholars, some allow it
and some prohibit it. Scholars who allow it argue that wayang is just a game that provides
entertainment. Entertainment that is neutral and does not harm the faith of a Muslim.[1]–
[3] While the scholars who tend to forbid because of the many resulting harm. Wayang

performances are still far from Islamic values and even contradict Islamic teachings. [4,
pp. 37–38], [5, pp. 22–25], [6]The popularity of wayang is also felt in foreign countries.
An example is Nang Talung in Thailand,[7], [8] Karagoz in Turkey,[9, Ch. 18-Educational
and Critical Dimensions in Turkish Shadow Theatre: The Karagöz Theatre of Anatolia]
and Khayāl al-Zīll in Mesir.[10], [11] In terms of content and story, they are not much
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different from wayang in Indonesia, namely the appearance of the hero. Both heroes
exist in folk tales. Apart from that, the mythological stories of the area are also raised.
While the contents are related to social criticism, satire and political allusions. As for the
properties for staging, it also requires that there are stage settings, music orchestras
and accompaniment songs.

Wayang performances in Indonesia have their ownmeaning. This meaning is not only
entertainment but also spiritual meaning.( Sena Wangi. Ensiklopedi Wayang Indonesia.
( Jakarta: SenaWangi Sekretariat Nasional Pewayangan Indonesia, 1999); RM Pranoejoe
Poepaningrat, Nonton Wayang dari Berbagai Pakeliran ( Yogyakarta. PT. BP. Kedaulatan
Rakyat, 2005). ) The scholars in Java especially have a big role in playing wayang in
various styles and playing symbols and symbolism in the story;[12], [13] there are spiritual
values that can be obtained by viewers. Wayang performances are like modern drama
performances. There are storylines, characterizations, narration, dialogues that describe
plots, dialogues, characters, and narration as a representation of life in theworld.( Burhan
Nurgiyantoro. 2011. Wayang dan Pengembangan Karakter Bangsa . Jurnal Pendidikan
Karakter, Tahun I, Nomor 1, Oktober 2011. ) The diversity of wayang in Indonesia shows
the local wisdom of each region that presents the hero to the public.

This writing is practice-based on how a creative process and wayang embodiment
techniques work. In formulating wayang, the creator indirectly researches and develops
wayang and presents it in a performance with full semiotic meaning.[14]–[16] Whereas
in analyzing the researcher considers the formulation and presentation of wayang in
today’s modern art with a focus on the creation of “Paraga Khalid bin Walid’s in wayang
Kekayon Khalifah “ This puppet is associated with the figure of Khalid bin Walid. The
character plays a big role as a great warlord. Even to the extent that his troops praised
him so that Caliph Umar b. Khattab dismissed as troop commander for fear of disturbing
the Islamic faith.[17, pp. 89–119], [18, pp. 39–49]

This article presents the unique form of wayangwith a contemporarymeaning through
the collaboration of makers and craftsmen. The result can not only be used as mere
entertainment but also as a medium for interaction between the puppeteer and the
audience. The presence of the character Khalid bin Walid in the art of wayang kulit is a
means of conveying the heroism of Khalid bin Walid in local wisdom. Especially if this
puppet is held in the form of a performance, it will have an emotional effect in reviving
the heroism of the war commander who has never been defeated, namely Khalid bin
Walid.
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2. Collaboration of Craftsmen and Craftsmen in Making
Puppets

The reproduction of form and story has long been a major concern in the trajectory of
history. One of them is the first decree of the Sultan of Demak with the Wali Sanga.
There is a development of wayang forms and unique wayang story standards that do
not conflict with Islamic principles. Gunungan is one of the forms of wayang which is
the main concern. This form has an illustration of Dewandaru. Dewadaru is a symbol
of the tree of life. This form is reinterpreted by the saints to become kayon or khayyu
which means life which originally symbolized the source of knowledge.

The presence of Wayang Kekayon Khalifah paraga Khalid bin Walid in the 21st century
in the millennial era provides an answer that indeed the wayang model contains a form
of philosophy of community life. This will play a very important role in recording and
remembering all the events that are happening and have happened. In this case, the
glory of warlord Khalid bin Walid during Khulafaurasyidin’s reign can be resurrected in
the 21st century in the millennial era.

The form of wayang from time to time shows the diversity of cultures in Indonesia.
This indirectly builds the nation’s culture. So that wayang reproduction can be well
received. So that this creation can be easily accepted by today’s society. So this form of
embodiment is a response as well as the preservation of wayang culture. This can be
done by developing and maintaining the authenticity of wayang as a culture in order to
maintain the existence of existing wayang.[21] Wayang Kekayon Khalifah paraga Khalid
bin Walid’s work was created with considerations of shape, weight and appearance.
First, the shape of a gunungan made of cowhide.

Second, the weight from a figure from one of the Prophet’s companions, namely
Khalid bin Walid. This figure is very extraordinary, the character of this figure is an
example of a war commander who has never been defeated. The symbols are the
sword, spear, horseshoe, desert dust and the troop commander’s flag. Cultivation is
done with inlay and sungging techniques as in the cultivation of wayang in general.
The sword depicts firmness, the spear describes dexterity in playing the spear weapon.
The horseshoe describes his skill in riding a horse. The dust of the desert describes
the exclamation and thunder of the war troops he leads. The black flag depicts him
as a war troop commander. Calligraphy of the name Khalid bin Walid which shows the
character’s name.

Third, is the appearance or presentation. Presentation is an integral part of the aes-
thetic element. Currently the function of art has a goal to fulfill the personal expression
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of each artist. However, other functions of art are personal and social. In their creation,
artists express their own personalities. Socially he reveals aspects of the existence of
his social life. Works of art to display beauty in a society that has a wide variety of
choices.

Initially, this creation was an idea to create a work for educational media that has
beauty. Including being inspired by wayang culture. A person named Virgil C. Aldrich
argues about artists (craftsman) and artisans. The difference between the two is that
the artist produces objects as aesthetic objects. Craftsmen produce physical objects.
The idea of form and main idea is an embodiment in the process of creating art that
needs to be considered by craftsmen. According to him, art materials include the use
of material, medium, content, form, and subject matter.

Form and Materials of Wooden Puppets Character Khalid bin Walid

The creation of the work of paraga Khalid bin Walid requires media and techniques.
First studied the characteristics of the material in the form of media in creation. This
is done to support designers to realize their ideas. Media in the form of cowhide as
a means to realize this work. Cowhide was chosen because this skin is usually used
to make shadow puppets. However, using buffalo skin will be even better because it
contains less oil. The technical aspects of making simple leather crafts are the same
as making wayang in general. However, it requires steps to go through. The technique
used in this work is the same as in wayang production in general, namely inlay and
sungging techniques

The creation process requires deeper sensitivity and sufficient work experience. So
that it will produce forms that are more interesting and unique. Start by preparing
materials and tools. This process begins with the selection of materials in the form
of cowhide which is processed and ready to be inlaid. Cowhide cutting is done with
scissors or chisels manually. attaching sheets of paper by sticking them on cowhide.
The next process is carving with a special inlay tool according to the existing design
and filling. After finishing inlaid then given the color / sungging according to the desired
color. The final step is giving a gapit made of buffalo horn. After that the work can be
displayed.

As for the discussion of the work of Paraga Khalid bin Walid on the elements of fine
art in the form of points, lines, planes, colors and textures. There are also principles and
principles of art, namely rhythm, balance, unity, proportion, simplicity and clarity. There
are sections called frame and center. The frame is in the form of a side ornament while
the center bears the name Khalid bin Walid with Arabic calligraphy, there are images of
swords, spears, horseshoes, desert dust, flags.
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There are shapes in the form of dots on the powder inlay and small thin dots on the
edges of the ornament. There are also curved lines in the dynamic niche ornament.
While the weight of the contents of paraga is more emphasized on Arabic calligraphy
which reads Khalid bin Walid. Whereas in his presentation it was more about delivering
leadership education to the figure of Khalid binWalid. The performance when presented
to audiences with a conceptual background that has studied Javanese literature and
puppetry literature academically. Meanwhile, wayang makers are craftsmen with guid-
ance from designers.

3. Wayang and Symbolism of Paraga Khalid bin Walid

The form of wayang has been present in the form of culture. A creation represented from
life through culture. The culture is expressed by the creator in his works.(Hidayatullah, A.,
& Bakhri, S. (2021). Dekonstruksi Karakter Drupadi Dalam Pewayangan (Studi Gender
Dan Living Qur’an Mengenai Poliandri). Jurnal Sosiologi Reflektif , 15 (2), 424-445. )
Representation of figures who managed to overcome the plague at that time. How are
the characteristics and personalities of the characters represented through the wayang

cultural approach. So it will be very useful when presented to the public. How far is
Khalid bin Walid’s attitude in leading the troops. Then, can Khalid bin Walid’s model be
developed in the current context.

The presentation of the model in the form of wayang which is a role model for
the current generation is very important. Attitudes in leading troops really need to be
presented in society. So that people have an idea of how to lead troops. Making models
in the form of wayang really needs to be preserved. This is due to preservation in the
midst of increasingly advanced and sophisticated media developments. Models are
valuable and cannot be exchanged for anything. Ideas and messages that are very
valuable to be conveyed to the public in the form of wayang should be appreciated in
the form of performances. An entertaining and educational event in leading troops.

3.1. Image Characteristics

This figure is extraordinary, the character of this figure is an example of a war comman-
der. The representation you want to present is to present the figure of a great troop
commander. Even though the troop commander does not need media to describe him,
the creation of this work uses media to present the character of one of the Prophet’s
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companions, namely Khalid bin Walid. This media is a symbol of character depiction
that represents the figure you want to present.

Khalid bin Walid has a very strong leadership character, especially when leading
troops in war. He also has an awareness of the psychology of troops, meaning that
he is ready to lead and ready to be led. The sword symbol implies Khalid bin Walid
assertiveness, the spear symbolizes shrewdness, the horseshoe represents agility in
riding a horse, the dust of the desert indicates the roar and blazing of Khalid bin Walid
troops which caused fear in the enemy, the black flag indicates him as the commander
of the troops.

Khalid bin Walid is one of the figures respected by the Quraysh. He was the com-
mander of the Uhud war which ravaged the Muslim armies. But after embracing Islam,
being educated directly by the Prophet then turned into a civilized human being. He
remains the commander of the war troop and wins every battle.

3.2. Narrative Mechanism of Exemplary Khalid bin Walid

The attitude of someone who has become an example for generations to come, as
well as the example of Khalid bin Walid leading the army of war. Moreover, society is
experiencing a crisis of leadership of a general. Attitudes and examples like this need
to be expressed in the language model and local wisdom of each region, for example
with wayang. So in situations like this, the community needs to get a figure of a reliable
war troop leader. Apart from that, it is also hoped that they will take the right steps in
emulating the figure as their predecessor, namely Khalid bin Walid.

So do not be surprised if the appearance of the wayang Kekayon Khalifah paraga

Khalid bin Walid becomes the media, as a media representation for the performance.
The form of wayang is made of inlaid leather to depict characters in traditional drama
performances.(Dwitayasa, I. M. (2020). Mantra In The Text Of Dharma Pewayangan.
Vidyottama Sanatana: International Journal of Hindu Science and Religious Studies, 4
(2), 269-282.) The play conveys the message of the troop leadership like Khalid bin
Walid.

In the creation of wayang paraga, aesthetic values are used that are different from
other artists. Most artists use the aesthetic value of liberalism, namely art for art’s sake.
While this creation is in order to raise awareness of Allah SWT. So that in making works
using three parameters. First, in the manufacture, ingredients, production process and
serving must not violate Islamic jurisprudence. Second, it looks visually aesthetic. Third,
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the work contains a call for goodness. Wayang Kekayon Khalifah paraga Khalid bin
Walid was made with these three parameters.

3.3. Wayang Performance & Islamic Values

Wayang Kekayon Khalifah appears as a media that presents the visualization of a figure
who was once the commander of the force, namely Khalid bin Walid. Wayang as a
traditional show. Wayang are part of the culture born from society. Wayang contains
elements of local wisdom in a certain area. The same is the case with Wayang Kekayon
Khalifah starring Khalid bin Walid. The character in this wayang show appeared in the
middle of the leadership crisis of the commander of the war force.

In a wayang show during the leadership crisis of the military commander, this char-
acter can be a role model in facing the crisis. Khalid bin Walid in the face of rioters and
disturbers of the country’s stability, even futuhat freed other regions from the worship
of fellow human beings to the worship of only Allah swt has become a solution to the
above problems. The presence of the character Khalid bin Walid in the movie wayang
Kekayon Khalifah has been an inspiration in facing the crisis. The character of the
Prophet’s friend, especially the character of Khalid bin Walid, provides a new nuance in
the world of puppetry that provides support in handling the leadership crisis through
the approach of local wayang culture.

 

Figure 1: Gunungan Kalpataru and Gunungan Sunan Kalijaga.

Figure 2: Wayang Kekayon Khalifah paraga Khalid bin Walid.
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4. Conclusion

This research found that this creation of paraga Khalid bin Walid can be a model for war
commanders in the present era. That a leader or troop commander is needed in the
current leadership, as is the leadership of Khalid bin Walid. You don’t have to wait for
a physical war with another country. However, a reliable leadership discourse to build
leading character is still needed in people’s lives.

So that researchers need to reveal the resplendent leadership character like Khalid
bin Walid. There were still many figures with the character of leaders who were able to
solve various problems in society at that time which needed to be revealed in today’s life
in their respective regional arts and culture. Therefore the making of Wayang Kekayon
Khalifah paraga Khalid bin Walid is only one example.
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